ISOLATE EXTRACTION SUCCESS

WONDERLEAF
GAINS MORE
PURITY – AND
PROFITS – WITH IES
C02 EXTRACTION
SYSTEMS

WonderLeaf, a small batch, craft
producer of strain-specific Vape
Cartridges, Syringes and Body
Butters, is all about the purity
and potency of its products.
Led by psychobiologists, trained
in the chemistry and biology
of the brain, the company
is meticulous about its oil
production and refinement. To
guarantee these high standards,
WonderLeaf uses super-critical
C02 extraction systems from IES
(Isolate Extraction Systems, Inc.)
to ensure maximum reliability,
productivity – and purity.

T

o say that Kelby Cross is
obsessed with quality would
be an understatement.

He lives it, in his role as Chief
Technical Officer at WonderLeaf.
And he breathes it, through the
artisanal vaping oils he designs and
produces at WonderLeaf.
With a psychobiology degree from
UCLA, Cross brings the perfect
combination of scientist and artist to
the world of cannabis oil production
and marketing. The WonderLeaf
brand is known for its consummate
quality and Cross has made it the
centerpiece of its growth strategy.
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“IES systems helps us cater to connoisseurs
who are looking for premium products
and want a top-shelf experience. And they
help us deliver better than anyone on the
promises of taste and purity. IES systems
are solid, the people are great, and we
couldn’t be happier with the partnership.”
– Kelby Cross

Chief Technical Officer, WonderLeaf

“Everything we do is intended to
preserve the integrity of the flower,”
says Cross. “We believe that the
flavor profile of each strain is just as
important as its THC level. We think
– and our customers feel this way,
too – that it’s a better product and a
better experience which is what we
strive for at WonderLeaf.”
Quality products come from
quality manufacturing which is why
WonderLeaf relies on the foodgrade, super-critical C02 extraction
systems from IES (Isolate Extraction
Systems.)

